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Team Prayers
A group of people from across the Team continue to meet to pray once
a week. At first all sessions were on Zoom but in Autumn we moved to
holding the morning ones ‘in person’, keeping Zoom for the evening
ones. We continue to spend some time worshipping the Lord and
seeking His will for the Team as well as praying for national and
international needs and those of the local community.
We held an ‘in person’ day of prayer at St James’ in November with
some activities to help us reflect and a special prayer for Maghull and
Melling on the hour. More are planned for this year (and at the time of
writing a second one has already taken place in January at St Peter’s).
All are welcome to join us: we don’t have to be an ‘expert’ in prayer, just
willing to listen to God and to be guided by Him. That might mean saying
a very short prayer aloud or just saying amen to agree with another
person’s prayer. It might even mean not saying anything aloud! God
hears the prayers of our heart whether expressed in words or not.
Prayer times are advertised in the bulletin and in all four churches’
pages on A Church Near You website. If you would like to join in this
way of praying, please use the contact form on the Get in Touch page of
St James' A Church Near You pages for the Zoom details for the
evening sessions or just turn up at St James for the morning sessions.
Jill Smallpage
Ladies Fellowship 2021/2022
On 9th July 2021 we were able to have a successful meeting with 17 members
attending. We presented Beryl Campbell with a bouquet of flowers to thank her
for all the years she was our fellowship treasurer.
Elsie Scott agreed to be our new treasurer and Lil Gawne as deputy. It was
decided following COVID 19 members weren’t keen to come out in the
evening now. So, we all agreed to meet once a month starting 23rd September.
When we met on 23rd September in the afternoon, we had a total of 24
members. We were lucky enough to have Rev Dave to talk to us.
We had a brilliant talk from Pat Dunbar in October in the afternoon, she
discussed the ‘Knit and Chat’ group. She brought some samples of hats, shawls,
premature baby items that go to baby units and blankets that are sent to the
dementia units. Rev Gordon came in November and gave us an interesting talk
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titled ‘How I Got Here’. Rev Simon led our Christmas Carol Service and
members took part by reading the lessons.
Our first meeting of 2022 began with our fellowship AGM (Annual General
Meeting), we had 22 attendees, it was decided Elsie and Lil would stay as
fellowship treasurer and deputy treasurer and I (Sandra) would carry on as
leader of the fellowship.
In February we had Carole Riley from Woodlands Hospice giving us a brilliant
talk about the hospice’s work and we gave her a donation. In March we look
forward to Sue Wilkinson who will be giving us a flower demonstration.
Looking forward to a further three months when we have our charity afternoon,
our meal out and our strawberry and wine afternoon before we finish up for the
summer. We will then look forward to restarting in September.
Any new members for any of the upcoming afternoons will be greatly
welcomed.
Sandra Settle

Thursday Lunch Club
During 2021 the Lunch Club did not restart until 4th November. We did
not feel it was advisable until the Covid situation improved.
We decided to restart with a reduced number of people as Covid was
still around. We met just once a month from November 2021 and will
continue until June 2022.
We restricted numbers to six gentlemen and six ladies (all able to come
and go unaided) and will carry on like this until June.
A decision will be made on whether to proceed or otherwise shortly; it is
unlikely to go back to forty weeks per year.
Keep safe everybody.
Hazel, Valerie and Tricia
Maghull and Melling Prayer Shawl Ministry 2021-2022
2021 has once again been challenging for everyone and Prayer shawl ministry
has not met in person and while we wait on that opportunity some of the people
who normally join us have used their creative skills to make baby hats, fish and
chip jumpers, blankets - adult and baby size.
We have also had several requests for prayer shawls which have been gratefully
received, requests coming via the churches for people in our community.
Many of the baby hats, cardigans and blankets went to Uganda, part of the
Warm baby project. We continued to make and supply the adult blankets and
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knitted hearts to the bereavement ward at Wigan Royal Infirmary and we have
managed to donate some baby hats to Countess of Chester baby unit. Traffic
light hats have been supplied to Calderdale hospital and more recently Basildon
maternity unit.
A mixture of adult and baby items have been donated to United by Wool
charity which sends knitted items throughout the world including the UK.
We were once again able to support projects in Liverpool, knitting hats,
scarves, wrist warmers, children and adult sizes for the Jewels and Love thy
neighbour projects. Thanks to Claire Sherman for working with us and
collecting and taking the finished items to Liverpool.
Thanks once again to everyone who has created these garments and items.
It is good to know that we can reach others we don’t know in some small way
bringing them comfort.
We pray that we continue to be creative through prayer and the work of the
Holy Spirit and we thank God for the skills of everyone who is helping us to
make a difference showing God’s love in action.
Pat Dunbar
Community Craft and Chat report 2021
The Community craft and chat group was formed and began to meet February
2020 and once again although for most of 2021 we haven’t been together in
person we have been blessed with being able to network with so many people to
use our creative gifts.
We have been able to continue creating baby garments - hats cardigans
blankets; blankets and knitted hearts for the bereavement ward at Wigan Royal
infirmary; garments that have gone to Uganda.
We now provide small blankets to Wigan hospital for their dementia patients
which have been well received.
I would like to thank everyone for the continued support for our community
both here in MAGHULL and Melling and further afield.
A big thank you to each and everyone of our crafters, I don’t know all by name;
some people I haven’t even met, although email list is getting longer, each and
everyone of the items created has been a blessing to the people they have
reached
Big thank you for the wool donations and donations towards cost of postage
We are hopefully going to be meeting more regularly but because our network
is well established now I feel confident that we can continue to support others
through our gifts of crafting, showing God’s love in action.
Every blessing. With thanks.
Pat Dunbar
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The Children's Society
The Children’s Society strives to help children and young people feel valued
and respected, free from poverty and harm. They work with young runaways,
deprived children, young offenders and young people in the public care
system.
In December two Christingle Services were held and the money raised was
sent to headquarters. We as a Church support this charity and £750 was
forwarded.
We opened 30 boxes (far fewer than previous years) but counted, collected
and forwarded £907.93 so thank you very much to all who contributed.
If anyone would be interested we could supply a little box for your
contributions.
Chris Barnett (Box Secretary)

Church Mission Society
Many thanks to everyone who has supported CMS
St Andrew’s Church Annual Tithing for 2021
£750.00
The Church was again able to commit to its annual tithing. Although no longer in the West
Lancs (formerly Ormskirk) Deanery since 2016, we continued supporting the Ormskirk Deanery
CMS Sale Annual Sale with our Surprise Parcels Stall, and all proceeds going to CMS direct.
Sadly, the 2020 & 2021 Sales had to be cancelled because of the CoronaVirus Pandemic.
At the time of preparing this booklet we have no information for 2022.
Rev’d Lynn Treneary our CMS Link Partner who is in Maridi South Sudan, last visited us in
February 2020, and keeps in touch via her Newsletters, about herself and her work overseas.
Initially she was teaching English at Chaima Christian Institute, working with the evangelist
teams, and the Mother’s Union.
Following from our annual report in May 2021 Lynn has kept in touch with her Newsletters in
June (No 16) and in October (No 17). Her last Newsletter No 17 was in March 2022. In June
2021 Lynn was still in Aberdeen having returned from Maridi shortly before the start of the
Pandemic because of a spinal injury and was recovering from surgery. She was keeping in touch
and able to offer help in Maridi with prayers and financial assistance. Her accounts reported on
never-ending chaos of political and cultural instability; a hot bed of fighting and fleeing refugees
from Sudan to South Sudan, South Sudan to Ethiopia, Ethiopia to South Sudan, militias at odds
with government troops, running out of medicines, and so much more heartbreak and suffering.
Lynn is helping the Mother’s Union Group help women start new or run existing businesses in a
sustainable way or go back to school/college.
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By October 2021 Lynn had made it back to Maridi after a lengthy stay in the UK following her
successful back operation and taking care of her parents for a while. The weather was not good
causing famine and floods. Economy is not good and the health situation is appalling. Civil war
is flaring up. The Maridi police commissioner and his brother were killed in their home. On a
personal level Lynn was greeted with great joy. So much is needed – medicines, clothes, school
fees. During her absence malnourished children have died from the ever-present malaria. Many
elderly have died, probably from Covid and testing had only just begun. Lynn has been offered
the role of Chaplain to the students of Chaima and Haddow Secondary School.
And recently in March 2022 Lynn reported on the six primary schools and assessed the number
and the needs of those with Nodding Syndrome. Clean water is the biggest need of all. Boreholes
need servicing because they are either broken and/or pumping dirty water and people are walking
over two miles to retrieve it. It is needed for everyday necessities, making bricks, keeping
livestock, and maintaining the land. Lynn visited a new primary school built by Fields of Life
and their partners. It has teachers, desks, good blackboards, but lacks wages for the government
teachers, textbooks, electricity/solar power, water and any sports equipment. The other five
schools have incomplete or no buildings. Lessons are held in churches or outside with
blackboards up against a tree and logs to sit on. Their only resources is a teacher. If the pupils
complete the final exams, they qualify to attend secondary school. However, the children must
find a place to stay and contribute towards the cost of living, as well as school fees, uniforms,
stationery, personal hygiene essentials etc. The Nodding Syndrome Alliance is treating 1200
people in Maridi and in partnership with CMS Ireland praying and working towards an extension
to a Clinic. This will facilitate short-term-in-care, a 4 wheel-drive vehicle, Nutritionist, and an
Occupational Therapist. A provider of medicines is also needed.
The list is endless and continues to grow. To summarise for Lynn, prayer requests are needed
for:
1. Water. For new and serviced boreholes.
2. Schools. Resources for primary and nursery schools and boarding facilities for
Haddow Secondary.
3. Chaima. We give thanks for all the Lord is doing and request his will be done re
TEU.
4. Nodding syndrome. We give thanks for all the Lord is doing and request the
provision of medicines and an extension to Bethsaida for the new clinic and its
resources.
5. Discipleship and tithing training.
6. My family. I thank the Lord for hearing our prayers for my family. Especially
for keeping my mother well and for the birth of my new grandson, Jameson.
Please pray for continued blessings on them all
Unfortunately, in the past 7 years we have not held what had been our annual church CMS
Gift Day, by way of donation envelopes/boxes, which always coincided with the nearest Sunday
to St Andrew’s Day 30th November. Neither between 2018 to 2021 did we organise any event to
fundraise for Lynn. To support Lynn this approach needs reviewing but you can always support
Lynn yourselves directly through CMS. We have always tried to make clear that the church
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tithing and all donations direct to CMS go towards supporting the work of CMS which enables
Lynn to work as a CMS Mission Partner, providing for example salary, pension, travel,
insurance, whilst any fundraising for Lynn would be for the specific projects mentioned above,
like we did for Dr Ruth’s Clinic in Tanzania for many years. In the meantime, please pray how
our church might help contribute in some way towards those needs Lynn has identified to us.
Thank You All for your support during the past 17 years, and all the years before as we also
remember the work of the late Margaret Hill and Margaret Evans.
Copies of Lynn’s last 3 Newsletters were circulated to many recipients via email. However, paper
copies are available if anyone so requests through the church, or better still by direct request to
CMS to be included on their mailing list via Email or Royal Mail, via the following.
Contact details: Church Mission Society, Watlington Road, Oxford, OX4 6BZ
T +44 (0)1865 787400 E info@churchmissionsociety.org
FOLLOW CHURCH MISSION SOCIETY
Facebook Twitter Instagram YouTube

OPEN DOORS
Open Doors is a Bible-based Christian organisation which intervenes on behalf of Christian
believers in parts of the world where the church is persecuted. It seeks to supply Bibles and
practical help and advice to all believers whose lives are threatened because of their faith in
Christ. We support Open Doors through contributions from the weekly church refreshment
fund. Every 2 months we receive a report and prayer diary explaining recent developments and
instances of arrest, discrimination or persecution. In January each year Open Doors publishes a
World Wide watch list and makes a presentation to the House of Commons. This year 93
M.P.s attended the launch. It emerged that Afghanistan under the restored Taliban is now the
most dangerous country for anyone wishing to declare Christian belief. It has even overtaken
North Korea in terms of overt persecution. Open Doors is particularly active in China alongside
refugees who have fled North Korea and need safe houses. Over 60,000 have benefited from
this programme, having fled a country where they were able to eat just one meal per day. A
number of countries where Islam is the official religion also practise violent persecution. In
Pakistan one pastor was killed in January, another in the Democratic Republic of Congo.
Accounts of the spiritual resilience of individual Christians, particularly women, are particularly
moving. Open Doors has now produced a children’s map and prayer passport, a year-long
prayer journey for the secret church. Its ministry deserves all the financial support we are able
to give it.
David Ward

African Pastors Fellowship
The vision of African Pastors Fellowship (APF) is to enable African Christian leaders of all
denominations to minister effectively in thriving local churches that serve flourishing
communities. APF produces an excellent quarterly report on developments which we receive
regularly. The charity’s leader, David Stedman, visits African churches most years. He has
been to Maghull to preach more than once in the past. Last autumn David established strong
links with the Archbishop of Uganda, Dr Stephen Kaziimba, who has in his own words a
mission to “heads, hearts, hands, homes and hospitals”! Given the difficulty in meeting
church leaders face to face during the last two years because of the pandemic, APF has been
obliged to participate in a whole range of zoom meetings covering churches, schools and
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clinics across Uganda, Burundi, the DRC and Kenya. There is always a strong emphasis on the
distribution of Bibles in local languages, especially Swahili, and on the installation of modern IT
equipment for training programmes. APF also has a strong commitment to the cause of green
agriculture, supplying emergency grants in Malawi for special projects. In Zambia the twin
extremes of severe drought and flash floods have required the adoption of new agricultural
techniques to improve crop yields, increase milk production and expand poultry herds. In this
way many subsistence farmers have come to see their task as the way to achieve sustainable
food security. In the Kenyan Rift Valley a new Christian movement, the “Transformational
Compassion Network” has become a new partner of APF. Practically all the programmes
involving APF include the regular use of the eVitabu IT programme for training staff, which
continues to be especially effective among non-academic personnel. Zoom meetings
between APF staff and African leaders take place virtually every month. Evangelisation and
economic improvement go hand in hand in the priorities of APF.
David Ward

CHRISTIAN AID REPORT
Christian Aid is an ecumenical organisation of committed Christians who seek
to put into practice Our Lord’s promise that He had come into the world so that
people would have life and have it more abundantly. That means in practice
a continual struggle against poverty and the evils that it causes for enormous
numbers of people in poor countries.
Increasingly the charity has a special mission for women in Africa in particular.
It is so often women who have to face extreme suffering that is inseparable
from the need to feed and bring up children in impoverished rural areas. Soon
after the end of Christian Aid Week last year (2021), we received mixed news
of the changes in female-based agriculture in two poor regions of East Africa,
namely South Sudan and Northern Kenya. Access to clean water improved
immensely for the women in one Northern Kenyan community after the
completion of an earth dam that saves every drop of water that falls from the
sky. No longer necessary for women to have to undertake long and dangerous
journeys to collect water for their families. “The earth dam has never run dry,”
said farmer Florence. “Water is life,” as another lady, Rose, remarked to
visiting Christian Aid staff. New earth dams are planned as drought is an everpresent threat.
Sadly, however, in South Sudan malnutrition remains serious among children
in an area where there are few aid agencies. But some farmers have been able
to diversify their activities, now choosing for example to keep goats and to grow
sorghum and sesame which can be sold at higher prices. So their children can
now be better clothed and may afford some medical services.
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As Charles Taban, Christian Aid’s special representative in South Sudan,
remarked, “Every time you support Christian Aid, you send strength, courage
and love out into the world.”
David Ward

1st Maghull (St. Andrew’s) Guide Unit
Even though numbers are low, we are still enjoying new challenges and
adventures. We are currently in the process of running a recruitment campaign
to attract new members.
We have welcomed 2 new girls, together with another Leader, Miro, who
recently renewed her Guide Promise in October 2021.
The girls are continuing to earn badges in the new programme and fun
challenge badges. One of our new girls made her Promise at our World
Thinking Day themed evening in February.
We have thoroughly enjoyed 2 evening visits to Scarisbrick Guide Campsite.
We have been fundraising for Children In Need, Comic Relief, our local
Foodbank, Bransby Horses and Support Dogs.
We have had several Themed Evenings which have included, at the Seaside,
Bonfire Night, UK Parliament Week, Red Squirrel Appreciation Day, Chinese
New Year, World Thinking Day, St. David’s Day and Easter.
Some of the events we have attended have included, a visit to the Odeon to
watch the screening of “Encanto” and joining a virtual 50th birthday bash for
Girlguiding NW Region.
It is great that all of St. Andrew’s Guiding and Scouting Units have been able to
come together and resume our Church Parades, Remembrance Sunday service,
Toy service and Thinking Day service.
Sadly, we were not able to celebrate our Unit’s 90th Birthday due to lockdown
but we do plan to mark the occasion in our Unit in the near future.
We are looking forward to all our County’s celebrations in June to mark the
Queen’s Platinum Jubilee.
Helen Fawcett (Otter), Hannah Ledsom Rathbone (Wolf),
Joan Munro (Miro), Carole Daley (Squirrel), Sue Whitby (Badger),
Nasreen Akhtar Ali (Tiger), Megan McKay (Hedgehog)
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8th MAGHULL (ST ANDREW’S BROWNIES)
Like most Youth Group Leaders, we were really hoping that 2021
would allow us to meet face to face once again. Unfortunately, at
least for the start of the year this was not to be. So, we continued
to meet via Zoom. By now both Brownies and Leaders had got used
to the mute button and the strangeness of singing Brownie Bells on
zoom.
We managed to make hug bugs for National Hug Day, Celebrate
Chinese New Year and Thinking Day and get on with being Brownies
as best we could.
With the partial lifting of restrictions we were finally able to meet
again face to face. After a huge piece of work by Ally our amazing
Brown Owl to compile a risk assessment that satisfied Girl Guiding,
Deanery and our church, we measured up the church hall and by
using a lot of 2p’s worked out we could all fit into the hall.
To maintain social distancing and comply with ongoing Covid
regulations our girls sat on buckets 2 metres apart bring their own
hand gel, drinks, tissues and pencil cases. Activities and games were
adapted to allow them to be done within their allotted space. We
said our opening song and Brownie Bells rather than singing. All still
a bit strange but so good to be back together while still advancing
our Brownies along the Brownie programme.
July saw us bid farewell to a fantastic group of our older girls who
has stayed longer than normal before moving onto Guides and other
groups as they had needed to reconnect after Covid before moving
on.
The new school year meant further lifting of restriction and even
more normal Brownies, and finally allowing us to hear virtually our
whole pack make their Brownie Promise as this was something they
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definitely did not want to do over Zoom. This meant we had a
fabulous Promise Party to celebrate all the Promises made, in
October.
Moving into the latter part of the year, we were happy to return to
Church Parade once more for Remembrance Sunday and the Toy
Service.
Our end of year/Christmas party was held at Flip Out where our
Brownies had a fabulous time.
We look forward to continuing to meet the challenges of helping our
Brownies on their Guiding Journey.
8th Maghull St Andrew’s Leaders

Annual Report 2021 St Andrews Rainbows

Finding our way back

We are sure that 2020/21 will become known as “The
COVID years”, as never in the history of Girlguiding have we faced such
certain times. Hot on the heels of the challenge to keep our Rainbows
engaged with our programme over a virtual platform in 2020 came the
even tougher challenge of keeping everyone safe as we returned to
Face-to-Face meetings after the Easter Break.
Rainbows and social distancing are not two words you would naturally
put together!! Especially against a backdrop of these young ladies
having spent the last 13 months predominately at home being home
schooled and having little social interaction outside their immediate
family. BUT as ever, we rose to the challenge and after completing
multiple Risk Assessments for Girlguiding and working very closely with
the PCC, we finally resumed face to face meeting on a Tuesday in April.
Initially, numbers were limited to 15 girls per meeting and programme
activities that could be completed sitting still on a mat in a socially
distanced circle, where the Rainbows had to complete the task
independently. With no singing and face masks always worn by
Leaders, toilet/kitchen facilities to be used in an emergency only, all felt
very alien to us. BUT thankfully, as COVID restrictions continued to ease
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throughout the year, our programme was able to return to its fun,
energetic, engaging old/new self!
Our return to face to face meetings could not have come soon enough
as our numbers had depleted to just 6 whilst on Zoom due to many
parents choosing to delay their daughter’s start until we did. We are
super proud to confirm that in line with relaxation of COVID restrictions,
our numbers gradually swelled to 54 girls across our 2 meetings, which
continue to be every Tuesday during term time. Our waiting list is once
more bursting at the seams with girls waiting to join and Topaz
continues to work efficiently to get the girls started as soon as a place
becomes available.
Our Leadership team has slightly changed from 2020. After 14 years
volunteering, Silver (Lyndsay Harrison) chose to take a break to pursue
other interests. Her contribution to Rainbows during this time has been
outstanding, leaving us with many memories and strong foundations
upon which we continue to build two thriving Units.
On a happier note, we welcomed Ruby into our ranks, who has added a
little “je ne sais quoi” to all that we do. Perfectly complementing the
skills of Topaz, Sapphire, Otter, and Onyx together with two exceptional
Young Leaders Jasper and Jade, all continue to ensure that each
meeting contains oodles of laughter, fun and learning, as the Rainbows
grow life skills whilst earning their core programme Badges and some
exciting Fun Challenge ones too.
At this point in the report, we wish to extend our thanks to the PCC,
who have shown tremendous support and given invaluable guidance
that has helped us keep safe throughout last year.
We also extend a MASSIVE THANK YOU to Rev Simon Elliott who has
been a much-needed breath of fresh air to our Youth Services. Working
alongside the Leaders of all Guiding & Scouting Sections, he has
brought the fun and interaction back, which has resulted in them being
well attended and the recipient of very positive feedback from both
children and parents that attended.
Talking of Youth Services, a BIG, BIG SHOUT OUT goes to Martin Doran
who hosted an engaging Youth Remembrance Service in November at
the Parish Hall on behalf of Rev Simon before joining the other
attendees at the Lychgate for a 2 minute silence. We are constantly
amazed at how the children of both Guiding & Scouting seem to
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naturally sense the importance of the good behaviour and
respectfulness required at this service. 
Reflecting on 2021, the Rainbows and their Leadership Team have
shown tremendous resilience and a continued ability to think outside
“the traditional box” of Girlguiding. Ever respectful of COVID
restrictions that kept everyone safe, they incorporated the old practices
with the new and launched Rainbows into a new and exciting era.
If you wish to follow our adventures, please take a minute to look at our
notice board in the Church Hall, the content of which grows as our
termly programme progresses or visit the Church’s website, where in
partnership with Louise Edwards, we regularly post updates and pictures
for you to browse in your own time.
2022 is already proving to build on the momentum of 2021 – Next Level
of Rainbow Fun unlocked we think!!!!
Lisa Coleman

Sefton North Deanery Synod (SNDS)
The first SNDS of 2021 took place on 1st February 2021 to be followed on the 6 th May 2021;
both by ZOOM. On 18th October 2021 the Deanery Synod was held at St Luke’s Crosby.
An example of main agenda items was as follows:
Living in Love and Faith – Rev’d Canon Amanda Bruce. This stems from a CoE report from
the bishops and compilation of material put together in a book and video to engage with
congregations throughout the national church to look at themes such as social justice,
reconciliation, identity, marriage and common humanity.
Parish Share – An explanation what Parish Share is, why it is necessary, and how it makes
ministry and mission possible in the diocese, by paying for Incumbents & Curates, pensions,
housing, training, supporting church schools, and mission grants, are just a few examples. This
item was to take a lot of time during the year, as the way of calculating a church’s annual parish
share was changing for 2022. Previously, each parish share was calculated by the Diocese.
Instead, the Deanery will be informed the total Parish Share it is required to pay to the Diocese,
and the Deanery is to be responsible to calculate what each church in the deanery is to pay in
parish share, and thus determine the number of stipends across the deanery. In M&M this is 2.5
Stipends. A Deanery Working Party was formed comprising a representative from each deanery
PCC with the aim of finding a workable and acceptable fair scheme, with an observer from
another deanery in attendance. There were consultations with church PCC’s and their Deanery
Synod representatives, with a recommendation which was put forward in the Autumn of 2021 to
the Deanery Synod for agreement. A formula was devised by the working group and accepted
by the PCC’s.
Parish Giving – Changes in the way people give to their church has changed during Covid. The
Diocese were pushing churches to set up for Giving on Line, Giving by Text, and especially the
Parish Giving Scheme which for many churches signed up to it has been a life safer in sustaining
regular and gift aid income. Now the emphasis is on Contactless Giving as Collections on the
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Plate have drastically reduced and is seen as a way to boost income at weddings and baptisms.
Non use of halls during Lockdowns saw no income from hall hire rental.
Miscellaneous Reports and Topics - General Synod; Church Initiatives, Children’s Resources
Officer, Parish News, ECO-Church news, Deanery Finances.
Lay Chair Andrew Cox retired after many years of service, and Area Dean Rev Canon Ann
Taylor was recommissioned by Bp Paul to serve a further 3 years.
We thank Bruce Hubbard who in 2019 had filled a lay vacancy to represent M&M and Aintree
Churches on the SNDS Deanery Mission, Pastoral & Standing Committee.
To sum up in Bruce’s own words - The Deanery Synod has met regularly over the past year,
sometimes even by zoom. There has been considerable discussion on the Church attitude to Faith
and Sexuality, as well as to finance. The latter saw a sub committee formed, with representatives
of all 14 PCCs, to discuss Parish Share now that how to apportion it has been passed from
Liverpool to the deaneries. The Mission and Finance committee has also met regularly, and has
been able to spread monies to PCCs to try to alleviate the loss of funding throughout the pandemic.
It has been a busy year!
Your deanery synod lay representatives were duly re-elected October 2020 for a further 3
years - Helen Fawcett, Bruce Hubbard, and myself. A new rule means Reps elected for 3 years
will only be able to serve two consecutive terms and then retire…….at least for 3 years !!
Thank you, Geoff Walker – SNDS Rep
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